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RE: Department Homeland Security DHS (employees and individuals being managed by agency) & 

 fbi (payroll and outsourced workers). 

 

The following information was gathered from individuals connected to DHS (Broward County) as either 

an employee or individual being managed by DHS, through one of its “criminal release into the 

community’ programs. 

Information and content for this summary was provided by fbi workers or individuals (immigrants and 

felons) with ties to that agency, locally.  Information was also collected through personal observation. 

 

A. Types of individuals being employed by DHS and fbi (possibly receiving preference in hiring) 

 

1. Criminals 

2. Immigrants (many illegal),sex offenders, pedophiles, transsexuals/homosexuals, drug 

addicts 

 

B. DHS/fbi police officers versus regular police officers 

 

C. Criminals having access to government databases through both agencies 

D. Types of assignments (jobs) 

E. Thinking patterns and behaviors of individuals on “network”. 

 

F. How their network works 

1. Example 

 

G. Financial cost to communities 

 

______________________________________________ 

A. Types of individuals being employed by DHS and fbi (possibly receiving preference in hiring).  

Registration with DHS may be mandatory for some. 

 

1. Career criminals are recruited from local jails, prisons, mental institutions and word of mouth 

(the associates of criminals already employed at these two agencies). 

 

2. Immigrants, sex offenders, pedophiles, transsexuals/homosexuals, drug addicts. 

 

A large percentage of these individuals  are categorized as mentally ill and are receiving monthly 

disability checks for mental illness, in addition to receiving money from these agencies for 
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various “jobs”.  These individuals refer to this money paid to them by these agencies (DHS/fbi) 

as “under the table money”. 

 

B. DHS/fbi police officers versus regular police officers. 

 

Another common thread that is noted; the individuals on this “network” seem to be antisocial, generally 

hostile towards ordinary people, especially women.  The individuals on this “network” are violent and 

they habitually speak of their deep disliking for police officers in general.  These individuals seem not to 

have this same aversion towards “police officers” connected to DHS or fbi.   

There appears to be a distinct difference between police officers connected to DHS/fbi and regular 

police officers at a given police department. 

To the public, police officers dressed in the same uniform, employed at the same police department are 

viewed as police officers representing that particular department.  To the public there is no difference.  

However, there may be a significant difference.  Here in Broward County, it is also noted that the police 

officers connected to DHS are usually immigrants.  Possibly they are employed by DHS or fbi and sent to 

the local police departments.   

Although these police officers from DHS/fbi may be from the same police department and dressed in the 

same uniforms as the regular police officers from a particular department, the individuals (criminals) 

from these two agencies (DHS/fbi) seem to recognize a difference.  These individuals (DHS/fbi 

connected) still express hostility towards police officers in general however,  these individual appear not 

to consider the police officers connected to DHS or fbi as true police officers nor do they seem to feel 

threatening by them. 

And so there must be a difference.  

C. Criminals having access to government databases through both agencies. 

 
1. The kind of individuals employed at these agencies are reflective of the kind of individuals 

who have access to the public’s personal information through government databases. 

 

D. Types of assignments or jobs given to individuals 

 

 Stealing 

 Break-ins (homes, businesses, automobiles etc.) 

 Vandalizing 

 Driving around in traffic all day 

 Walking around at malls 

 Returning items to stores for refunds 

 Riding city buses all day 

 Hanging around various places 

 Making crank calls to businesses  

 Sending large groups of bogus emails or making harassing phone calls to community leaders, 

newspapers, radio stations or politicians  
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 Fake public demonstrations  

 Approaching people and asking strange or petty questions 

 Identity theft (will find and use look a-likes) 

 Fake businesses or dummy corporations, fronts for illegal activities such as receiving 

government contracts. Fake call centers 

 Credit card fraud, numbers stolen from private citizens and businesses 

 Generally harassing people (violence; may physically attack someone, often women and 

children.)  

 Exposing themselves in public (Usually homosexual males engage in this activity.) 

 

E. Thinking patterns and behaviors of individuals on “network”. 

 

These individuals believe, it is through their criminal activity or network that they gain “power” 

and “influence”.  The peer and parent criminals within these agencies (DHS/fbi) provide a 

surrogate family for them. These individuals, most of whom have been told that they are stupid, 

dumb, crazy, deviant and unlikable have found acceptance at these two agencies. It also appears 

that the majority of these individuals have also been “bullied” as they put it, abused by someone,  

or rejected.   

 

According to DHS/fbi individuals, the upper level individuals promise them “protection” from 

local law enforcement.   For payment or as a form of welfare, these individuals (criminals) are 

given access to government programs for housing and medicine (often fraudulently).  Because of 

their unhealthy lifestyle and deviant sexual habits, many are infected and ailing.  

 

As a result of their dependence on drugs, free health care, reduced/free housing (a general lack 

of self-sufficiency), these individuals are willing to do nearly anything in order to remain a part of 

this “network”.   Most of these individuals enjoy committing crimes, they have a long history of 

criminal activity and being a part of this “network” and committing crimes, makes them feel 

“powerful”, important, included, and connected. 

 

Their network functions primarily through cell phone texting.  Images and information (often 

false) about a target/subject is sent to all of the individuals connected to this “network”, 

frequently and sometimes multiple times during a single day.    

 

This activity and method is childish and crude.   It seems that most of their activity consists of 

name calling (public slander) and stealing.  In addition to the upper level individuals’ involvement, 

immigrants, sex offenders, pedophiles, the mentally ill and children are among the participants.  

 

This method is basic, however over time this activity can do harm to a community, economically.   

 

F. How their network works 
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Individuals 

 

For this example, individuals connected to DHS/fbi (Broward County) will be referred to as 

“individuals”. 

 

Target/Subjects 

 

A person (or entity) labeled a target is presented.  A target or subject could be anyone, any 

private citizen (could also be famous).  A target could be a teacher, a business owner, a county or 

state employee, a particularly successful or attractive person, a young person, an older person, a 

woman, a heterosexual man with children, a wealthy person/family, a middle class 

person/family, a police officer, a company etc. 

 

Who may be targeted?  

 

Any person or entity could be targeted.  Typically, the target or subject is a person (or entity) 

these individuals would like to steal from or coerce into doing something on these individuals’ 

behalf. 

 

Often the person or entity targeted is seen as influential and powerful by these individuals or 

these individual imagine that the person or entity will become that way.  These individuals 

(DHS/fbi criminals) view themselves as powerless, small, insignificant and unlikable.   

 

Obviously, some threats are real but since these individuals harbor these views of themselves 

and others, most of their perceived threats are imagined.  These individuals general do not 

contribute to society in useful ways and so they feel powerless, insignificant and unlikable.  

 

Influential and Powerful people 

 

Examples of people seen as powerful or influential by these individuals include; people in the 

public eye (famous), politicians, people considered wealthy, business owners, people with much 

higher incomes, people from “better” families etc.  Anyone could be considered influential and 

powerful by these individuals.  It could simply be a well-adjusted, content person.  Police officers 

are especially seen as powerful by these individuals. 

 

 

1. Example of a person or entity being targeted. 

 

Individuals (DHS/fbi) criminals will attempt to gain a total involvement in a subject’s life; socially 

(community and church involvement), financially, and through the subject’s family.  Their main 

goal is to disrupt a subject’s life (or entity) by creating chaos and disorder. 
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Using information from government databases, these individuals will find out all information 

about the subject regarding; finances, family members, employment history, business 

connections, memberships in organizations or clubs.  This would include organizations like Red 

Cross, Habitat for Humanity etc. 

 

A group of (DHS/fbi criminals) will watch and attempt to interfere with subject’s daily business 

and social activities. 

 

Groups of (DHS/fbi criminals) will attempt to gain access to the subject’s family members. 

 

Individuals from these two agencies (DHS/fbi) may question former employers, former 

classmates, current employers, business associates or competitors. 

 

These agencies will usually have adults passing as children, enrolled at the subject’s child’s school 

in order to gather information about the subject from the subject’s child. 

 

Individuals may join organizations and clubs the subject or subject’s family members, business 

associates belong. 

 

Individuals will break into subject’s home or business and steal.  These individuals may also 

install hidden cameras in the subject’s home and watch the subject in his home.  This is what 

occurred in Anthony Marten’s case.  These individuals were watching Mr. Marten and his 

family in their home. 

 

Individuals (DHS/fbi criminals) may question or provide false information to subject’s doctor 

behind the subject’s back.  Depending on the level of importance placed upon the subject (or 

entity), hidden cameras may be placed in places, routinely visited by the subject.  This would 

include doctor’s offices. 

 

Individuals may also be employed at restaurants and local establishments where the subject or 

the subject’s close family members and associates visits.  

 

Individuals may attempt to “stress” the subject, using the legal system.  Frivolous lawsuits or false 

charges may be levied against the subject.  Other Gov. agencies may be used -as personal favors 

to these individuals- to harass the subject or entity. 

 

Individuals may use black males (transsexuals who appear to be females) for racial discrimination 

cases against businesses.  White males (transsexuals who appear to be females) may be used for 

sexual harassment or various types of discrimination/victim cases. 

 

Individuals may attempt to block access for loans to businesses or other federal programs such as 

contract biddings. 
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Individuals (DHS/fbi criminals)  may attempt to illegally confiscate (steal) subject’s property using 

a government agency.  

 

Individuals (immigrants and criminals) may be stationed in a nearby home or apartment in order 

to routinely break into the subject’s home.  Females or transsexual males (appearing to be 

female)  are frequently used for these afternoon break-ins. These break-ins may not be detected 

by the subject because the premises maybe not be ransacked and the security alarm may still be 

intact and still activated when the subject returns home.  If the individuals (thieves) are caught, 

they are promised “protection” from local law enforcement by the upper level individuals.  

 

Some of these individuals (criminals) are employed at security companies such as ADT and 

Vector.  Local Locksmiths often employ some of these individuals, often unknowingly.  

 

Also, individuals from these two agencies may attempt to force or coerce a security company to 

comply with breaking to someone’s home or business.   

 

These individuals may claim that they are doing a lawful investigation or these individuals may 

attempt to make light of the illegal request, to have access to a subject’s security code.  The 

individual approaching the security company may say something like; “this person is an old friend 

or someone we know, we just want to have a little fun with them, it’s no big deal.”   

 

The individual attempting to unlawfully gain entry into a subject’s home or business, may offer 

money -taken from one of the government agency’s budget- or a favor to the business or person 

being solicited. 

 

If the subject is well known through his/her community, public embarrassment may be used as a 

threat for coercion.  

 

The main reason for this “information gathering” and slander by these individuals, is that they 

are seeking “dirt” on the subject or they are seeking to denigrate, discredit or sully the subject’s 

reputation over time and to gain illegal access to a private citizen’s property and money for the 

purpose of stealing it. 

 

These tactics are also used against businesses for the purpose of ruining the business or 

company, if the company does not comply with whatever these individuals are requesting.  And it 

would be assumed that the request would always be something illegal and not in the best 

interest of the business and its people. 

 

Also a verbal request may not actually be made.   A person or entity could be attacked by these 

individuals without the awareness of the person or the entity’s leaders.  

These individuals (DHS/fbi connected) are criminals and so all of their activities against society 

and its members are criminal. 

 

G. Financial cost to communities 
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Readers wishing for further information regarding the general financial cost of crime to 

communities can click and read this report:  

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2835847/  

 

Submitted by Ms. Lilah Shahid, Florida resident.   

 

For any questions about this summary, I can be reached at 954.496.1907 or you may log on 

www.lilahshahid.wordpress for more information about our community cause; missing persons, 

prevention. And we are educating parents and students regarding sex offenders; the warning 

signs of an offender and the appropriate actions to take, with links to other community 

resources. 

 

 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2835847/
http://www.lilahshahid.wordpress/

